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The Yuletide Rescue (Mills & Boon Love Inspired Suspense)
(Alaskan Search and Rescue, Book 1)
Staying hidden has kept her alive…but now she’s been found. A remote Colorado
mountain town and a fake identity have been Ashley Willis’s safe haven since
fleeing after she witnessed a murder — but now the killer has found her trail.
Desperate and terrified, she’s prepared to run again…but Deputy Sheriff Chase
Fredrick won’t let her. With the lawman by her side, can she face danger headon…and live long enough to bring a murderer to justice? Mills & Boon Love Inspired
Suspense – Stories feature strong heroes and heroines whose faith is central in
solving mysteries and saving lives.

Alaskan Showdown
With her K-9 partner's help, can they protect her infant niece? Positive her sister
isn't involved in a theft ring as the police believe, State Trooper Helena Maddox
and her K-9 partner must find her twin before local cop Everett Brand does. But
when the niece Helena didn't know existed is left on Everett's doorstep, they all
become targets. Now, working with Everett is Helena's only option to keep the
baby safe and prove her sister's innocence ALASKA K-9 UNIT From Love Inspired
Suspense: Courage. Danger. Faith. Alaska K-9 Unit Book 1: Alaskan Rescue by Terri
Reed Book 2: Wilderness Defender by Maggie K. Black Book 3: Undercover Mission
by Sharon Dunn Book 4: Tracking Stolen Secrets by Laura Scott

Untraceable Evidence (Mills & Boon Love Inspired Suspense)
MISTLETOE AND MURDER When Dr. Bree Mathison's plane plummets into the
Alaskan wilderness at Christmastime, she is torn between grief and panic. With the
pilot--her dear friend--dead and wolves circling, she struggles to survive. Search
and Rescue leader David Stone fights his way through the elements to save her.
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David suspects the plane crash might not have been an accident, spurring Bree's
sense that she's being watched. But why is someone after her? Suddenly Bree
finds herself caught in the middle of a whirlwind of secrets during the holiday
season. With everyone she cares about most in peril, Bree and her promised
protector must battle the Alaskan tundra and vengeful criminals to make it to the
New Year. Alaskan Search and Rescue: Risking their lives to save the day

Silenced
Investigating a cold-case murder might get her killed. When her first love, Seth
Connors, is attacked in the Alaskan wilderness, former police officer Ellie Hardison
knows the crime is linked to his sister’s unsolved murder. This time, she won’t stop
until she finds the culprits — even if it means joining Seth undercover. With one
last chance to find justice, success could bring Ellie and Seth back together…and
failure could prove fatal. Mills & Boon Love Inspired Suspense — Courage. Danger.
Faith.

Alaskan Christmas Cold Case
With her K-9 partner’s help, can they protect her infant niece? Positive her sister
isn’t involved in a theft ring as the police believe, State Trooper Helena Maddox
and her K-9 partner must find her twin before local cop Everett Brand does. But
when the niece Helena didn’t know existed is left on Everett’s doorstep, they all
become targets. Now, working with Everett is Helena’s only option to keep the
baby safe and prove her sister’s innocence… ALASKA K-9 UNIT From Love Inspired
Suspense: Courage. Danger. Faith. Alaska K-9 Unit Book 1: Alaskan Rescue by Terri
Reed Book 2: Wilderness Defender by Maggie K. Black Book 3: Undercover Mission
by Sharon Dunn Book 4: Tracking Stolen Secrets by Laura Scott Book 5: Deadly
Cargo by Jodie Bailey Book 6: Arctic Witness by Heather Woodhaven

Love Inspired Suspense May 2014 - Bundle 2 of 2
With his K-9's help, can he save the son he didn't know existed? Rescuing a
kidnapped child is part of the job for search-and-rescue K-9 handler Patrick
Sanders--but this time it's his son. Now Patrick and his furry partner must work
with his high school love, Jennie Wilcox, to shield the little boy he just learned
about. But with someone targeting them, will Patrick and Jennie survive to face
their painful past and become a family? From Harlequin Love Inspired Suspense:
Courage. Danger. Faith. K-9 Search and Rescue

Deception (Mills & Boon Love Inspired Suspense) (Mountain
Cove, Book 6)
Love Inspired Suspense brings you three new titles at a great value, available now!
Enjoy these suspenseful romances of danger and faith. GONE FBI: Special Crimes
Unit by Shirlee McCoy FBI agent Sam Sheridan’s mission is to take down a human
trafficking ring and save missing teens—until he blows his cover to rescue a
kidnapped woman. Ella McIntire came too close to a dangerous secret, and only
Sam can protect her from the men determined to silence her. NO PLACE TO HIDE
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by Lisa Harris Former navy diver Ryan Kendall’s father sent him to Brazil with a
simple assignment: extract compromised witness Ellie Webb. But with Ellie
determined to follow a lead on her father’s murder into the Amazon, Ryan must
protect her. As pirates chase them, though, can they survive the dangerous jungle?
ALASKAN HIDEOUT by Sarah Varland Emma Bass thought nothing could bring her
to Alaska…or back to Tyler Dawson, who doesn’t know he’s the father of her child.
But when danger chases her from home, she’s desperate enough to run to
Tyler—and hope he’s forgiving enough to keep her and their son safe.

Alaskan Mountain Murder (Mills & Boon Love Inspired
Suspense)
Love Inspired Suspense brings you four new titles for one great price, available
now! Enjoy these contemporary heart-pounding tales of suspense, romance, hope
and faith. This Love Inspired Suspense bundle includes Bodyguard Reunion by
Margaret Daley, Grave Danger by Katy Lee and Treasure Point Secrets by Sarah
Varland. Look for four new inspirational suspense stories every month from Love
Inspired Suspense! More of the suspense you love—now Love Inspired Suspense
brings you six new titles, in two convenient bundles!…." Look for six new
inspirational suspense stories every month from Love Inspired Suspense!

Alaskan Hideout
Love Inspired Suspense brings you three new titles at a great value, available now!
Enjoy these suspenseful romances of danger and faith. This box set includes: ON
THE RUN (An Emergency Responders novel) By USA TODAY Bestselling Author
Valerie Hansen When a gang of criminals charge into an ER, they force nurse Janie
Kirkpatrick to treat the gunshot wound of one of their men. But after things go bad,
the leader vows to kill Janie, and her only hope of survival is going on the run with
undercover cop Brad Benton. ALASKA SECRETS By Sarah Varland When her first
love, Seth Connors, is attacked, former police officer Ellie Hardison knows the
crime is linked to his sister’s death. To find the culprits, she and Seth must go
undercover on a dog-mushing expedition, but can they live long enough to find the
truth? CRIME SCENE CONNECTION By Deena Alexander A serial killer is imitating
the murders from Addison Keller’s bestselling novel, determined to make her the
final victim. But with former police officer Jace Montana’s help, Addison might just
be able to unmask the murderer…and escape with her life. For more stories filled
with danger and romance, look for Love Inspired Suspense January 2021 Box
Set—1 of 2

Harlequin Love Inspired Suspense December 2020 - Box Set 2
of 2
DEADLY TERRAIN Two murdered men are the last thing wildlife trooper McKenna
Clark expected to find in the stark Alaskan wilderness. As the only law enforcement
in the area, the responsibility for the case rests on her shoulders—along with the
danger. Hunting guide and pilot Will Harrison wants to ease the load, but McKenna
balks at the thought of letting him close enough to break her heart again. When
McKenna's investigations put her in harm's way, Will must race against the clock to
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save his second chance at love from becoming the killer's final victim.

The Yuletide Rescue
Lunacy, Alaska - population 506 - is Nate Burke's last chance. As a Baltimore cop,
he had watched his partner die - and the guilt still haunts him. With nowhere else
to go, he accepts a job as Chief of Police in this freezing, remote town, where
darkness falls by mid-afternoon. It's a big change - maybe too big. But just as he's
beginning to wonder if this has all been a terrible mistake, an unexpected kiss with
feisty bush pilot Meg Galloway under the brilliant Northern Lights lifts his spirit and
convinces him to stay a little longer. However, when Nate uncovers an old
unsolved crime, he discovers that Lunacy isn't quite the sleepy little backwater he
imagined. And his discovery will threaten the new life - and the new love - he never
dreamed he'd find . . .

Alaska Secrets
Caught between a killer on the loose and a deadly snowstorm… A man’s been
murdered, and the only witness is Alaska State Trooper Shane Taylor’s ex, Kara
Riley — a woman he’s sure has been keeping secrets. Now Shane and Kara are
snowbound during a dangerous winter storm — with the killer! Shane’s convinced
this has to be tied to Kara’s past, and he needs to find the truth…before they
become a murderer’s next victims. Mills & Boon Love Inspired Suspense —
Courage. Danger. Faith.

Cave of Secrets
Love and danger in the Alaskan wilderness Buried After witnessing a murder, legal
investigator Leah Marks flees to Alaska. But the killer has tracked her down and as
he chases her into a snow-packed canyon, an avalanche buries them both. Saved
by search-and-rescue specialist Cade Warren, Leah longs to tell him the truth. But
how can she, without bringing even more danger into Cade's life? Untraceable On a
daring mission, search-and-rescue specialist Heidi Warren and her team step onto
an icy Alaskan mountaintopand right into a trap. A stranded gang of thieves holds
them at gunpoint, forcing them to serve as guides along the treacherous path.
Heidi needs someone to trust, but her rescue partner, Isaiah Callahan, is keeping
secrets from her. Yet when a blizzard starts closing in, their options start running
out

Christmas Protection Detail
Targeted by an arsonist Can she survive the holidays? Back in her ex's hometown
to investigate an arson, fire inspector Claire Holiday plans to do her job and be
home by Christmasuntil her B&B is set on fire while she's sleeping. She escapes
only with the help of firefighter Reid O'Callaghan--her secret son's father. As Claire
and Reid team up to catch a serial arsonist, will Claire's lie be the blaze that
destroys them both? From Harlequin Love Inspired Suspense: Courage. Danger.
Faith.
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Harlequin Love Inspired Suspense July 2018 - Box Set 2 of 2
One woman abducted…another targeted. But he can’t remember why… Left with
amnesia after he was attacked and the heiress with him kidnapped, Gray
Michaelson has no clue why he’s in North Carolina. As the only witness, Sergeant
Catriona Baker could be the answer to everything—if they can put the pieces
together in time. But one thing is clear: the abductors will kill whomever stands in
their way…and Cat is their next target.

Harlequin Love Inspired Suspense May 2020 - Box Set 2 of 2
Christmas Under Fire… The Ice Maiden Killer is back. For years, a serial killer has
eluded authorities—and he’s set Alaska state trooper Erynn Cooper in his sights.
Erynn’s only chance at survival is to trust Moose Haven police chief Noah Dawson
with her life and the truth about her past. But with Christmas quickly approaching,
Erynn and Noah are running out of time to catch the murderer…before Erynn
becomes the next victim.

An Alaskan Christmas
A woman on the run in Alaska needs her ex to safeguard her and the son she kept
secret. Someone’s stalking Emma Bass and her little boy, and the only person she
can turn to is her ex-boyfriend, Tyler Dawson. Arriving in his Alaskan town with the
son he doesn’t know exists, though, Emma finds facing Tyler just as hard as
outrunning her would-be killer. Now they must overcome their past…if they want to
live to claim a second chance at a shared future. From Love Inspired Suspense:
Courage. Danger. Faith.

Desert Rescue
“Readers…will be enamored by this blend of history, mystery, and superpowered
action.” —Booklist (starred review) “Has the exciting pace of a superhero
adventure.” —Kirkus Reviews Hidden Figures meets Wonder Woman in this actionpacked, comic-inspired adventure about a brilliant girl puzzler who discovers she’s
part of a superhero team—the first in a new series! Josie O’Malley does a lot to
help out Mam after her father goes off to fight the Nazis, but she wishes she could
do more—like all those caped heroes who now seem to have disappeared. If Josie
can’t fly and control weather like her idol, Zenobia, maybe she can put her math
smarts to use cracking puzzles for the government. After an official tosses out her
puzzler test because she’s a girl, it soon becomes clear that an even more topsecret agency has its eye on Josie, along with two other applicants: Akiko and Mae.
The trio bonds over their shared love of female superhero celebrities, from
Hauntima to Zenobia to Hopscotch. But during one extraordinary afternoon, they
find themselves transformed into the newest (and youngest!) superheroes in town.
As the girls’ abilities slowly begin to emerge, they learn that their skills will be
crucial in thwarting a shapeshifting henchman of Hitler, and, just maybe, in solving
an even larger mystery about the superheroes who’ve recently gone missing.
Inspired by remarkable real-life women from World War II—the human computers
and earliest programmers called “the ENIAC Six”—this pulse-pounding adventure
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features bold action and brave thinking, with forty-eight pages of comic book style
graphic panels throughout the book. Readers will want to don their own capes for
an adventure, and realize they have the power to be a superhero, too!

Tundra Threat
The only man she can trust to save her is her son’s secret father!

Desert Rescue/Alaska Secrets
Coming soon! Deception by Elizabeth Goddard will be available Jun 7, 2016.

Harlequin Love Inspired Suspense January 2021 - Box Set 2 of 2
PERILOUS PURSUIT It's been five years since Shiloh Evans encountered the
murderous gold hunters seeking Blackbeard's hidden stash. After they killed her
policewoman cousin, Shiloh left town to regroup, and earn her own police badge.
Because she would see this case solved—someday. She just didn't expect the
killers to attack her new home in Treasure Point, Georgia…on the same day her exfiancé arrived in town. Adam Cole has tried to overcome his love for Shiloh. But he
won't just sit by when she's in danger. Working together, they plan a trap. But
springing it requires getting to centuries-buried treasure before the killers get to
them.

Tracking Stolen Secrets
Desert Rescue - Lisa Phillips With his K-9’s help, can he save the son he didn’t
know existed? Rescuing a kidnapped child is part of the job for search-and-rescue
K-9 handler Patrick Sanders — but this time it’s his son. Now Patrick and his furry
partner must work with his high school love, Jennie Wilcox, to shield the little boy
he just learned about. But with someone targeting them, will Patrick and Jennie
survive to face their painful past and become a family? Alaska Secrets - Sarah
Varland Investigating a cold-case murder might get her killed. When her first love,
Seth Connors, is attacked in the Alaskan wilderness, former police officer Ellie
Hardison knows the crime is linked to his sister’s unsolved murder. This time, she
won’t stop until she finds the culprits — even if it means joining Seth undercover.
With one last chance to find justice, success could bring Ellie and Seth back
together…and failure could prove fatal. Mills & Boon Romantic Suspense —
Danger. Passion. Drama.

Treasure Point Secrets
MISTLETOE AND MURDER

Looking for Alaska
Love and danger in the Alaskan wilderness. Backfire - Elizabeth Goddard Tracy
Murray thought she’d be safe disappearing in the wilds of Alaska after testifying
against a gang leader. Now the clock has run out, and she knows the killers won’t
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let her escape again. But when she finds herself relying on firefighter David
Warren, a new struggle emerges. Fleeing Alaska could be the only way to
survivebut it would mean leaving her heart behind. To Save Her Child - Margaret
Daley When a young boy goes missing from wilderness day camp, Alaskan searchand-rescue worker Josiah Witherspoon is on the case. The brooding ex-marine
promises to find the child and return him to his worried mother. But he doesn’t
know that Ella Jackson has a secret past. One that could put them all in danger
Mills & Boon Love Inspired Suspense – Stories feature strong heroes and heroines
whose faith is central in solving mysteries and saving lives.

Backfire/To Save Her Child
What she uncovers sheds light on a cold case…and can put her in a grave. After
finding the body of a missing hiker in her small Alaska town, search-and-rescue
dog handler Adriana Steele becomes the target of a serial killer thought to have
been inactive for decades. Now Adriana’s determined to help Officer Levi Wicks
catch the murderer. But with the cold case heating up…the jaded officer is all that
stands between her and death. Mills & Boon Love Inspired Suspense — Courage.
Danger. Faith.

All Things Hidden
WARNING: This is not the actual book Looking for Alaska by John Green. Do not buy
this reading Sidekick if you are looking for a full copy of this great book.Use this
expert sidekick to dissect these themes in Looking for Alaska, while enjoying a
detailed analysis of each chapter of the book. If that wasn't enough, we close with
potential questions and responses to help you get the conversation started with coworkers, friends, or fellow book club members.This newly discovered gem from the
past (2005) has become a must-read, thanks in no small part to the success of
Green's 2012 masterpiece: The Fault in Our Stars. As many Green fans have
already discovered, our sidekick is the ultimate go-to source for understanding the
complexities of John Green's tales of teen angst and tragedy. Looking for Alaska
tells the story of Miles Halter, a 16-year-old with a nondescript life who is seeking a
"Great Perhaps." In his quest, he finds himself at the Culver Creek Boarding School,
where his past life of boredom and safety takes a back seat to adventure and
sexual experimentation.His trek to the other side of the tracks takes him only a few
steps, as he meets Alaska Young just down the hall at school. She is sexy, funny,
and everything else that makes teenage boys drool. She is also a self-destructive
sort, headed toward the "After" portion of Looking for Alaska, where everything
comes crashing down. As our sidekick details, the themes of life and death weave
their way through the novel, drawing the characters closer together while
preparing them for something that will rip them apart.

Peril on the Mountain
Someone’s after a deadly weapon and only she can stop them.

Untraceable
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ALASKA In America’s last wilderness there are no limits to what a man can do. For
detective Nick Brodie, that means keeping the perps off the streets of Anchorage
24/7. Nick has never backed down from danger, but after the horrors he’s seen,
he’s definitely in need of a break. Samantha Hollis never thought she’d meet
anyone like Nick, especially in a place like Las Vegas. But after one reckless,
passionate night, she discovers the charismatic stranger is everything she wants in
a man. But can he ever be anything more than a one-night stand? When Nick
invites her to Alaska, Samantha decides to find out, never guessing the depths
she’ll discover in him or the tangle of murder, kidnapping, and danger about to
engulf them both . . .

Cape
Love Inspired Suspense brings you three new titles at a great value, available now!
Enjoy these suspenseful romances of danger and faith. This box set includes:
DEADLY AMISH REUNION (An Amish Country Justice novel) By Dana R. Lynn Jennie
Beiler’s husband was supposed to be dead, so she’s shocked when he rescues her
from an attacker. Although Luke has no memories of his Englisch wife, now his
Amish hometown is their only safe haven from a vengeful fugitive. ALASKAN
CHRISTMAS TARGET By USA TODAY bestselling author Sharon Dunn With her face
splashed across the news after she saves a little boy’s life, Natasha Hale’s witness
protection cover is blown. Now she must rely on Alaska State Trooper Landon
Defries to stay one step ahead of a Mafia boss if she hopes to survive the holidays
and receive a new identity. ARCTIC CHRISTMAS AMBUSH By Sherri Shackelford
After discovering her mentor has been murdered, Kara Riley becomes the killer’s
next target—and her best chance at survival is Alaska State Trooper Shane Taylor.
Trapped by a snowstorm, can they find the culprit before he corners Kara? For
more stories filled with danger and romance, look for Love Inspired Suspense
December 2020 Box Set—1 of 2

Tracking a Kidnapper
What she uncovers may get her killed… When Carli Moore finds the body of Zain
Wescott’s missing sister on her family’s ranch, Zain is convinced Carli’s brother is
the murderer. But Carli’s sure Zain is wrong, and she’ll prove it—if the killer
doesn’t take out both her and Zain first. Now they just have to live long enough to
uncover the truth…and bring a murderer to justice.

Forgotten Secrets
Her Christmas match. After inheriting a gift shop in Love, Alaska, single mum
Maggie Richards is ready for a new beginning – while her little boy is ready for a
new daddy! But Maggie has no time for love – she wants to open the shop in time
for Christmas, something she'll do with help from childhood friend Finn O'Rourke.
Finn's on board to help Maggie – but not with the romance rumours that swirl
around them like snow. Like Maggie, he's hiding too many secrets to ever wed. So
why do Maggie and her little boy make him dream of finding an unusual gift under
the tree – a ready–made family?
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Submerged (Alaskan Courage Book #1)
Tracie Peterson and Kimberley Woodhouse Team Up to Deliver a Stunning
Depression-Era Drama Gwyn Hillerman loves being a nurse at her father's clinic on
the beautiful Alaskan frontier. But family life has been rough ever since her mother
left them, disdaining the uncivilized country and taking Gwyn's younger sister with
her. In Chicago, Dr. Jeremiah Vaughan finds his life suddenly turned upside down
when his medical license is stripped away after an affluent patient dies. In a
snowball effect, his fiance breaks their engagement. In an attempt to bury the
past, Jeremiah accepts Dr. Hillerman's invitation to join his growing practice in the
isolated Alaska Territory. Gwyn and Jeremiah soon recognize a growing attraction
to each other. But when rumors of Jeremiah's past begin to surface, they'll need
more than love to face the threat of an uncertain future.

Arctic Christmas Ambush
NO WAY OUT On a daring mission, search-and-rescue specialist Heidi Warren and
her team step onto an icy Alaska mountaintopand right into a trap. A stranded
gang of thieves holds them at gunpoint, forcing them to serve as guides along the
treacherous path. Menaced on all sides by dangerous weather, deadly terrain and
murderous criminals, Heidi desperately needs someone to trust. But her rescue
partner, Isaiah Callahan, is keeping secrets from her. Secrets that ended their
chance at a relationship before it could even begin. Yet her survival depends on
finding a way to trust Isaiah when a blizzard starts closing in and her options start
running out. Mountain Cove: In the Alaskan wilderness, love and danger collide

True Blue K-9 Unit Christmas
’Tis the season for danger… in these True Blue K-9 Unit holiday novellas In
“Holiday Emergency” by Laura Scott, paramedic Pete Stalling vows to help Officer
Faith Johnson and her loyal K-9 track her ex’s killer before her daughter becomes
the next victim. And in Maggie K. Black’s “Crime Scene Christmas,” Teddy Kowalski
and his K-9 partner join forces with tech whiz Danielle Abbot on a deadly search to
uncover a mysterious child’s identity.

Secret Mountain Hideout
"Submerged is romantic suspense that will keep you up at night!"--Bestselling
Author Dee Henderson A sabotaged plane. Two dead deep-water divers. Yancey,
Alaska was a quiet townuntil the truth of what was hidden in the depths off the
coast began to appear. Bailey Craig vowed never to set foot in Yancey again. She
has a past, and a reputation--and Yancey's a small town. She's returned to bury a
loved one killed in the plane crash and is determined not to stay even an hour
more than necessary. But then dark evidence emerges and Bailey's own expertise
becomes invaluable for the case. Cole McKenna can handle the deep-sea dives and
helping the police recover evidence. He can even handle the fact that a murderer
has settled in his town and doesn't appear to be moving on. But dealing with the
reality of Bailey's reappearance is a tougher challenge. She broke his heart, but
she is not the same girl who left Yancey. He let her down, but he's not the same
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guy she left behind. Can they move beyond the hurts of their pasts and find a
future together?

Deception
TRAIL OF SECRETS

Christmas Up in Flames
He’ll do anything to protect a baby in jeopardy… When a call from a friend in
trouble leads Nick Delaney and Deputy Kaitlyn Lanz to a car crash that killed a
single mother, they become the baby’s protectors. Now figuring out why someone
is after the child is the only way to save her. But they must find answers soon…or
this baby’s first Christmas might just be Nick’s and Kaitlyn’s last. From Harlequin
Love Inspired Suspense: Courage. Danger. Faith.

Tracking Stolen Secrets
Discover this captivating read from USA Today bestselling author Valerie Hansen,
part of the uplifting True Blue K-9 Unit series. Foiling a criminal’s plans makes an
officer and her K-9 partner targets. Thwarting a kidnapping has thrust Officer
Vivienne Armstrong and her K-9 partner, Hank, right into the culprit’s crosshairs.
Now, even with danger stalking them at every turn, Vivienne refuses to stop
working, but FBI agent Caleb Black intends to do his job and safeguard her.
Together, can they stop the would-be kidnapper from striking a final, fatal blow?
From Love Inspired Suspense: Courage. Danger. Faith. True Blue K-9 Unit:
Brooklyn: Book 1: Copycat Killer by Laura Scott Book 2: Chasing Secrets by
Heather Woodhaven Book 3: Deadly Connection by Lenora Worth Book 4: Explosive
Situation by Terri Reed Book 5: Tracking a Kidnapper by Valerie Hansen Book 6:
Scene of the Crime by Sharon Dunn Book 7: Cold Case Pursuit by Dana Mentink
Book 8: Delayed Justice by Shirlee McCoy Book 9: True Blue K-9 Unit: Brooklyn
Christmas by Laura Scott, Maggie K. Black

Against the Sky
Love Inspired Suspense brings you three new titles at a great value, available now!
Enjoy these suspenseful romances of danger and faith. WITNESS PROTECTION
UNRAVELLED Protected Identities by Maggie K. Black Living in witness protection
won’t stop Travis Stone from protecting two orphaned children whose grandmother
was just attacked. But when his former partner, Detective Jessica Eddington,
arrives to convince him to help bring down the group that sent him into hiding,
agreeing to the mission could put them all at risk. ALASKAN MOUNTAIN MURDER by
Sarah Varland After her aunt disappears on a mountain trail, single mom Cassie
Hawkins returns to Alaska…and becomes a target. With both her life and her
child’s on the line, Cassie needs help. And relying on Jake Stone—her son’s secret
father—is the only way they’ll survive. UNTRACEABLE EVIDENCE by Sharee Stover
It’s undercover ATF agent Randee Jareau’s job to make sure the government’s 3-D
printed “ghost gun” doesn’t fall into the wrong hands. So when someone goes after
scientist Ace Steele, she must protect him…before she loses the undetectable
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weapon and its creator.

Northern Lights
"After Kayden McKenna discovers the body of a fellow climber, she and Jake Westin
team up to investigate the death--provoking threats on her entire family"--
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